[Genovariants of the cholera agent biovar El Tor: construction, molecular-genetic, and proteomic analysis].
Experimental modeling of origination of the virulent Vibrio cholerae El Tor genovariants is presented. It was demonstrated that the genovariants obtained did not differ from the natural genetically modified strains emerged in a natural population of the agent, either in phenotypical or genotypic properties. Using the PCR assay and sequencing techniques it was proved that the constructed genovariants carried a CTX(Class phi) prophage genome region with ctxBl gene of the V. cholerae classical biovar in the chromosome. It is shown that the prophage structure alterations lead to the increase in the toxigenicity and virulence in the genovariants compared to the typical strain-recipient. Moreover, as regards proteomics, changes in the expression of 26 proteins that perform various functions in the cell, such as metabolism, energy exchange, transportation, etc., were demonstrated. The data are indicative of the impact that a new DNA region in the genome of the genovariants has on the expression level of different house-keeping genes. The results obtained testify to the fact that one of the mechanisms of the genovariant emergence in the natural populations of the agent can be horizontal gene transfer.